iFIT Cluster of Excellence

"Cluster of Excellence" is the name of a funding line granted by the German Federal and State Governments (DFG) as part of its Excellence Strategy.

iFIT [Image-Guided and Functionally Instructed Tumor Therapies] is also part of the University of Tübingen and the University Hospital. This symbiosis provides an ideal environment to successfully develop our research on new Tumor Therapies.

iFIT Equal Opportunities Office

iFIT aims for Equal Opportunities and Gender Equality. To focus on these areas it has been created the iFIT Equal Opportunities Office - responsible for the organization of the iFIT Symposium “Women in Science”.
The office has an active role in the areas of Female Career, Family Friendly Practices and Promotion of Diversity.

iFIT Equal Opportunities Coordinator:
PD Dr. Juliane Walz

iFIT Equal Opportunities Representative:
Prof. Dr. Christian la Fougère

iFIT Equal Opportunities Representative:
Dr. Eva-Maria Brauchle

For any question please contact the iFIT Office
ifitoffice@med.uni-tuebingen.de
Tel.: 07071 29-83625

Please find below the details regarding the location

The iFIT Symposium “Women in Science” will take place in the conference room 1, located on the first floor of the Gesundheitszentrum (Building 480), Hoppe-Seyler-Str. 6, 72076 Tübingen.

More Information on the iFIT Symposium
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The iFIT Symposium “Women in Science” is part of the iFIT Equal Opportunities Program and is specially designed for women working in the scientific field.

The event will provide a unique opportunity to learn and hear about:

- The experience of remarkable women who excel in their careers;
- Strategies for women to succeed in a field where mostly men succeed;
- Strategies for women to create/improve networking;
- Early career opportunities specifically designed for women;
- Implemented programs/guidelines to promote equal opportunities;
- Programs designed to provide balance between work and family.

Following the lectures there will be a Round Tables session where you can sit with each speaker and discuss any further questions regarding the subject. In the Market of Possibilities you can find informative material about the programs approached and more.

iFIT will provide childcare support onsite. To register contact the iFIT Office ifitoffice@med.uni-tuebingen.de

We are looking forward to inspirational talks by our invited speakers presenting their career path and giving information about supporting programs, pitfalls and options to combine career and family as a woman.

**Invited Speakers**

**Prof. Dr. Ulrike Ernemann**
Medical Director at the Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiology, University Hospital Tübingen

*Sense and sensibility - female career strategies*

**Prof. Dr. Claudia Lengerke**
Vice-Dean, Medical Faculty Senior Physician, Division of Clinical Hematology Research Group Leader, Department of Biomedicine University and University Hospital Basel

*Promoting women to leadership positions in medicine and science*

**Dr. Saskia Biskup**
Managing Director at CeGaT GmbH and Specialist in Human Genetics at Praxis für Humangenetik Tübingen

*From science to industry and back - a personal experience*

**Prof. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai**
Director at the Department of Neurology & Neuro-Oncology, University Hospital Tübingen, Vice Dean Medical Faculty, University of Tübingen

*This is a man’s world: similarities between James Brown and academia?*

**Daniela Neu**
International Cooperation and Equality Representative Tübingen Network for the Promotion of Women Faculty of Medicine, University Hospital Tübingen

*Equal opportunities in research at the Faculty of Medicine*

**Dr. Angela Kalous**
Head of the Research Department at the Baden Württemberg Stiftung gGmbH

*How to achieve parity: coaching, networking and the need for a quota*

**Program**

2 pm  Welcoming session by PD Dr. Juliane Walz

2:05 pm  Lecture by Prof. Dr. Ulrike Ernemann

*Sense and sensibility - female career strategies*

2:25 pm  Lecture by Prof. Dr. Claudia Lengerke

*Promoting women to leadership positions in medicine and science*

2:45 pm  Lecture by Dr. Saskia Biskup

*From science to industry and back - a personal experience*

3:05 pm  Lecture by Prof. Dr. Ghazaleh Tabatabai

*This is a man’s world: similarities between James Brown and academia?*

3:25 pm  Coffee Break

3:40 pm  Lecture by Daniela Neu

*Equal opportunities in research at the Faculty of Medicine*

3:55 pm  Lecture by Dr. Angela Kalous

*How to achieve parity: coaching, networking and the need for a quota*

4:30 pm  Market of possibilities

Food and beverages available

4:45 pm  Round tables session

5:30 pm  End of the iFIT Symposium “Women in Science”